High Speed Feeders for
Mailing, Printing and Packaging

D-12 Demand Feeder
* One-shot or continuous mode
* Adjustable angle delivery on
acceleration table!
* Complete paper guides –
even on the acceleration table!
* 10 minute belt changes – ALL BELTS!
* Tool-less setup
* Flexible and easy to use
* Great for ink jet, tabbing, collators,
folders and much more!
* Batch counting also available

Patents Pending

Straight Shooter’s D-12 demand feeder with our unique adjustable angle acceleration
table gives you quality, versatility and STRAIGHT FEEDING, all at a great price!
The D-12 offers all the features Straight Shooter has become known for:
* Complete paper guides for straight delivery of your documents
* Repositionable belts – let you put the friction where YOU want it!
* Buckle separation™ for smoother separation without the jams!
* Multiple, independently adjustable separators for greater versatility
* Quick, easy belt changes reduce downtime and save you money!
* Acceleration table creates gaps between documents for accurate
photo eye detection AND delivers documents smoother and faster!

Buckle Separation™ Technology
A Straight Shooter Exclusive!

Straight Shooter introduced this
revolutionary method of separation
in 2004. Other feeders use a high
friction “nip” point to separate documents.
Straight Shooter eliminates the “nip” point
for smoother feeding without the jams!

If it’s good enough for the feeder…
It’s good enough for the acceleration table!
Just like our feeders, our acceleration table features repositionable belts,
complete paper guides, easy belt changes, and total product control.
In addition, the angle of the acceleration table is adjustable!
This makes it the ideal feeder for a wide variety of applications.

Acceleration table level
Delivers material flat – ideal for ink jetting,
tabbing, folding and more!
Incredibly smooth feeder-to-machine
transitions for better production!

Acceleration table down
Great for collators or inserters
Handles rigid materials better!

Let’s get one thing straight…
Better yet – How about all of them?
The acceleration table paper guides and hold down
rollers keep your documents straight.
Our unique design positions the outer two belts
automatically with the paper guides!
The guides can be slid over the outer belts and
toward the center for use on narrow stock!

Standard Features:
Start and stop photo eyes
Variable speed
Push button start
Complete paper guides
Options:
Plastic card option for small media
20” wide machines available
Interlock for 5, 12, and 24 volt, plus dry contact

Specifications
Speeds: Up to 40,000 postcards per hour
Piece sizes: Width 3.125” min. up to 11.75” max.
Length 2” minimum up to 17” max
Thickness: Single sheet to 3/8” thick
Power: 115 vac (230 optional)
5 amp 50/60 HZ
Dimensions: 15” wide x 25” long x 19” high
Weight: 45 lbs.
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